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In PET cameras the replacement of conventional photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) by solid state readout systems was largely motivated by the need for compatibility with magnetic fields to achieve simultaneous PET-MRI. Siemens was the first to achieve this using avalanche photodiodes (APDs), initially for a brain insert and soon afterwards for their whole body mMR system [1]. A problem with APDs is their relatively slow speed which renders them unsuitable for time-of-flight PET. Instead silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) can be used, which consist of a large number of small APDs operated in Geiger mode. A typical PET detector configuration is based on a block of small scintillation crystals connected to an array of SiPM tiles, each tile consisting of thousands of elements that each can acquire single light photons. The light distribution across several neighbouring tiles is used to determine location of the scintillation in much the same way as PMTs [e.g. 2]. An alternative design couples individual SiPMs to each individual crystal. An important feature of SiPM technology is the time-of-flight (TOF) timing achievable (now better than 250ps for one commercial system [3]), which is already significantly better than that achieved using conventional PMTs. This provides SiPM-based PET (so-called ‘digital’ PET) with a distinct advantage compared to conventional PET systems. Consequently, vendors have adopted similar technology in the design of recently released PET-CT systems [4].

The main advantage of TOF is the improvement in signal to noise that can be achieved, particularly for large objects. The improvement is a consequence of having more exact information on the location of the positron annihilation which can be encoded in the reconstruction algorithm. Further gains will be obtained as the technology develops. In
practice the emphasis tends to be on reducing scan time, trading off, at least in part, the gains in image quality. TOF data do provide additional advantages. It has been shown that the additional spatial information can contribute to improved determination of attenuation (in absence of transmission data) [5], improved speed in automated alignment of an attenuation map derived from CT with respiratory gated PET data [6], and improved data-driven detection of respiratory motion [7]. With the rapid improvement in SiPM technology we can expect further gains in TOF performance; for example a TOF of 100ps would provide a signal to noise gain of around 4.5 for a 30cm diameter patient compared to PMT technology.

There are, however, concerns regarding the temperature stability of SiPMs and the need for cooling and/or temperature compensation to optimize performance.

There are further advantages of SiPM technology. Firstly it enables compact design and motivates possible novel designs for future PET systems such as dedicated brain PET systems that utilise wearable technology [e.g. 8]. The TOF gains also make this particularly attractive for total body PET e.g. the EXPLORE project [9] (Fig 1 top). There are also SiPM-based PET systems being introduced where the PET is combined with either a linac for real-time monitoring of metabolic activity [10] and the achievable TOF resolution would be favoured for verification of dose delivery in proton therapy systems [11]. SiPM technology has also been used in the first clinical SPECT brain insert intended for application in simultaneous SPECT-MRI [12] (Fig 1 bottom).

**Figure 1: Total body PET.** Sensitivity is maximized by extending the detector axial length to cover the whole body (top left). A mock model of the system is illustrated (top right).

**SPECT/MRI.** The compact clinical brain SPECT is inserted in the MRI bore (bottom left); the partially constructed prototype illustrates the compact design with novel slit-slat collimator (bottom right).

**Figure 1: Examen TEP du corps entier :** la sensibilité est maximisée par extension de la longueur axiale des détecteurs afin de couvrir le corps entier (cf. figure en haut à gauche).
Une illustration du modèle est donnée sur la figure en haut à droite.

**Tomoscintigraphie/IRM** : le système dédié à l’étude cerveau est inséré dans l'ouverture du scanner IRM (cf. figure en bas à gauche) ; le prototype partiellement assemblé (cf. figure en bas à droite) illustre la compacité de sa conception au moyen de nouveaux collimateurs de type *slit-slat*.  
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